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LOCATION
Villa "La Tenuta" is located just 2 km from Pietrasanta.
Immersed in a green and quiet area with a beautiful
view of the Apuan Alps.
In a suggestive natural setting, this real estate
compendium consists of a newly built villa and the
possibility of building two other villas, inserted in a land
of 20,000 square meters.
This huge estate is ideal as a prestigious main
residence with the possibility to build a helicopter
landing pad, swimming pools, and stables, tennis
courts and much more within its grounds.
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Villa "La Tenuta" is inserted in a marvelous totally flat lot of
about 20.000 square meters, entirely fenced and equipped
with two driveways.
A large and well-kept garden, partly with olive groves,
frames the newly built manor house of about 180 square
meters arranged on two levels.
The "typically Tuscan" villa, rectangular with a inclinate roof
and with a delicate peach color,
120 sqm of porches and a wonderful Pompeian of 120 square
meters.
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EXTERIOR SPACE

DEVELOPMENT
Within the entire lot, it is also possible to create:
SINGLE VILLA with a gross area of 180 square meters.
(in addition to a cellar of about 120 square meters
where there is already a swimming pool built in
construction).
TWO-FAMILY VILLA of an area of 360 square meters. in
addition to porches and accessories, arranged on two
floors above ground and with the possibility of
building a swimming pool.
STABLES with horse stalls for a gross area of 100 sqm.
The property has a large parking area available to the
real estate units.
LANDING PAD for helicopters for private use.
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INTERIOR LAYOUT
Villa "La Tenuta" has an area of 180 square meters and
is arranged on two levels above ground.
It is also possible to expand 50 square meters.
On the ground floor there is a large living room with
direct access to the Pompeian and the garden, a
kitchen, utility room, bathroom and bedroom.
On the first
bathrooms.

floor:

three

bedrooms

and

three

FINISHING
The property boasts high-quality craftsmanship
finishes, expertly made-to-measure wooden window
frames, Venetian plaster on all the walls make all rooms
harmonious and elegant, exposed wooden beams and
an excellent distribution of the spaces allow you to
experience the environment in absolute comfort.
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Pietrasanta is an ancient city of medieval origin to be
considered the historical capital of Versilia, 5 minutes by car
you can reach Marina di Pietrasanta, with its large white sand
coastlines and prestigious beach clubs, like NIKKI BEACH.
It possesses, in a harmonious whole, the most sought-after
natural beauties, sea and beach, pine forests and mountains,
enclosed in a few square kilometers offering, to those who live
there, a wonderful and varied native environment.
Forte dei Marmi, considered the "VIP homeland" of Versilia,
with its restaurants and luxury shops is one of the most
fashionable destinations in Italy and can be reached in a few
minutes by car.
A few km away you can reach historic cities such as Lucca, Pisa,
Florence.
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